PROPOSAL FOR DRAFT AMENDMENTS TO UNECE REGULATION No. 44/04

Problem: Conformity of Production (COP) as batch control in Annex 16.

Paragraph 2.2.1.4. offers the 2 configurations MH (more hard) and LH (less hard) to be tested during COP-testing in batch control. In reality the differentiation between a MH and a LH configuration is difficult because displacement or chest acceleration may be critical (MH) but mostly not both together. Also the 2 parameters are often not both together optimal (LH).

Solution: Draft amendment in ECE-R44/04, Annex 16, paragraph 2.2.1.4., Note:

LH signifies a less hard configuration. (Insert the a and delete the sentence originally behind this definition: the best results obtained in approval or extension of approval).